
Workshop supervisor Ghent (and/or online)

Co-Searching organizes free interactive workshops for (and by) job seekers. Job seekers support each
other in their search for sustainable work. We give each other tips and share experience about
applying for jobs. In each workshop we deal with a different theme that has to do with looking for
work.

In order to support and connect even more job seekers, we are looking for Workshop supervisors who
want to contribute to the strengthening of each participant and the growth of our offer.

About Co-Searching

Co-Searching challenges society to look at job seekers in a positive way and aims to empower

job seekers so that they seize opportunities and give direction to their lives and careers with a

focus on sustainability.

Co-Searching therefore offers a safe haven:

● Where job seekers are given the opportunity to be in touch with other people in similar

situations as well as service providers on the labor market.

● Where they are given opportunities to develop themselves and build a social network.

If you want to know more about our history and functioning, visit www.co-searching.be

http://www.co-searching.be


Tasks

● You supervise the workshops of Co-Searching at least once a month, in duo with

another volunteer or alone if you prefer.

● Together with the other volunteers and the regional manager, you come up with new

ideas and think about possible themes for workshops.

● During the preparation, you think about how we can stimulate the exchange of

knowledge and experience.

● On the day of the workshop, you take on the organizational side of things. You are the

point of contact for the participants and the external partners.

● During the workshop, you will work with our methodology and ask active questions to

the participants. Of course, you can also share your personal experiences or

expectations regarding the process of job search.

● After the workshop, you will actively seek feedback, make an analysis of the workshop

and share this knowledge with Co-Searching.

Profile

● You have an affinity with themes such as job search and career.

● You are social and like to make contact with (other) job seekers.

● You have an open attitude and are open to the opinions of others

● You like to work in a team.

● You can plan ahead, have good organizational skills and are able to work out ideas.

● You have experience in guiding group activities or want to learn more about it.

● You want to develop your skills further.

● You feel at home in a small organization.

● A good knowledge of spoken English or Dutch is required.



What can we offer you?

● The opportunity to strengthen or develop certain skills, which can be an asset on your

resume and during job applications.

● You participate in an innovative project, for a socially-oriented non profit with an

out-of-the box approach to job search.

● Co-Searching has an extensive network; you can make interesting contacts.

● You will be trained and supervised by our regional manager. We also offer additional

training.

● The job is flexible according to your possibilities. You can always include other tasks

within Co-Searching if interested.

● You will join a diverse group of volunteers with a mix of job seekers, workers, students

of different ages and backgrounds.

Practical

● You supervise workshops on location in Ghent or Mechelen and/or online

● You define your tasks and involvement together with the regional manager

● We reimburse real expenses for material purchased for the purpose of the workshops

as well as transportation.

Do you want to contribute to bringing job seekers together? E-mail
(annelies@co-searching.be), regional manager Co-Searching East Flanders.

Would you like to participate in a Co-Searching workshop? You can find our upcoming events

at www.co-searching.be. You can then simply participate and get a glimpse of what we do,

without having to commit immediately to volunteer work. We look forward to meeting you!

http://www.co-searching.be/

